
Skeasy is made for children from they can walk, until they are 6 years old. The sled is not recommended for children 
weighing more than 25 kg (typ. 6-7 years). Skeasy is a safer alternative than to carry the child on your back or shoulders 
in case of fall. To control the Skeasy downhill, one can stand behind or on the side and conrol it by holding the  handles 
on the high back. Encourage the child to contribute with balance and braking with their heels in challenging terrain. The 
child shall always be dressed for the weather, and will usually ski on its own for at least part of the trip. Be cautious of the 
child if it shall sit on the sled for some time, and use a blanket or bag to stay warm, as the conditions require.

Mounting Skeasy on skis

1. Pull Skeasy out of the bag and fold out seat support legs
2. Open the ski-bindings, put Skeasy onto the bindings and close them
3. Loosen the cord lock and pull the tip plate to the ski-tips
4. Enter the slots over the ski-tips and tighten the pull rope such that the tips li� slightly
5. Open the side handles
6. Press the buttons on the back hinge and raise back
7. Tilt back and close the side handles in correct position
8. Fasten the harness carabiner hooks to the back-pack shoulder straps or around your waist/hips

See video of mounting on www.skeasy.no

Content in one Skeasy-bag:

1 stk. foldable Skeasy for mounting on 90-140 cm cross country skis with NNN-binding
3 types clips for adapting to various ski-types (placed in the lid of the Skeasy-bag)
1 stk. pulling leassh with lock, pulling harness and carabino hooks
1 stk. safety belt that can be used if the child falls asleep (will disconnect at high load)

Weight 1.9 kg

Safety and use 


